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Your training video
and photos are
in demand:

Development

Send us your personal
training video or photo with
inventive exercises on the
pedalo®-surf. The videos and
pictures will be published on
our website www.pedalo.de.
Each submission will be
rewarded with a voucher.
We are looking forward
to your submission to
info@pedalo.de

With the mega fun sport device

Endurance

Fun&games

Discover the freestyler in you!
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Your specialized trade:

development, production
and sale
Made in Germany

Holz-Hoerz GmbH
Lichtensteinstr. 50
72525 Münsingen
(+49) 0 73 81 - 93 57 - 0
info@pedalo.de
www.pedalo.de

Tilting -

Lift off and
Come Down Safely

The new Fun sport device
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Specification:
Board 70x30 cm, multiplex birch wood 12mm,
surface in clear lacquer with anti-slip covering,
rubber stopper. Oval roll 12x30 cm beech wood.
Loadable to 120 kg, weight 4.3 kg. We recommend
to use a mat as base when practicing.
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Training information
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The specific pedalo® IG-guidance of the
board, matched with the multifunctional
roll which allows moving in all directions,
provides the base for a maximum free
moving space.
Rolling, tilting and turning in all directions, lift off and come down safely, lots
of different movements are challenging
your balance skills. The board runs on
two skids, which are integrated in the
guiding roll, what gives the necessary
control and safety in handling. Also additional quality features such as end-stop
and anti-slip surface attests the pedalo®Surf his uniqueness.
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The new fun sport device for all fans
of freaky movements and challenges, for free riders – quite addictive!
pedalo®-surf combines the characters of surfboard, skateboard and
snowboard.

pedalo®-surf the training addition for
snowboarder, surfer and skateboarder.
pedalo®-surf is the perfect training device for snowboarder, skater, surfer and
everyone who want to put their balance
to the test.
The reaction, anticipation and senstive use of balance are required with the
pedalo®-surf at any time.
The constant challenge to control the
pedalo®-surf absolutly in every situation
and to connect this always with new elements of movement, is a pure adrenaline adventure for EVERYONE who wants
to exhaust his personal limits. Therefore,
the pedalo®-surf is more than just a fun
device. It provides many basics of movement and experiences of body, which are
helpful in sports and everyday life.

Find your way
Whether in step position, parallel position or, how the pros do, one-legged – the
pedalo®-surf makes a lot of fun and is
guaranteed to keep you in movement.
Only by skillfully shifting the gravity and
using the whole body, you will dominate
the pedalo®-surf.
Very soon you will realize that your improving technology and safety is much
better than your previous use of force.
You complete the practices in a playful
elegance. For many a long, characterized
by repetitions but rewarding journey.
Find your way – Have lots of fun!

First, try to balance the board. If you have
it under control, begin to put a strain on
your forefoot and heel by turns. For getting a feeling of forward and backward
tilting. Start now with controlled swinging left-right by easily loading and relieving your legs. If it works perfect, try
now, while swinging, to put a strain on
your forefoot or heel.
You will notice that you already start
the first rotation movements. You can
enhance them by rotating your trunk. If
you have successfully mastered the basic
exercises, there are almost no limitations
as to exercise possibilities.

Discover the freestyler in you!
pedalo®-surf brings

Fun A
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Dear customer,
the article you have chosen is made of natural wood. Differences in colour, structure, grain, small included knobs
or scars prove the genuineness of our product. They are natural and therefore features of using original wood
and no quality reduction.
Important warning information:
Attention! For the use of this device a certain degree in motor abilities and circumspection is assumed. In case of doubt
first use device only with assistance.
General information:
Attention! Packages are not part of the articles and must be disposed before using.
copyright by Holz-Hoerz GmbH, printed copies also partially are not allowed.

